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This invention relates to a new and improved
doll stage construction and to a magnetically
movable doll adapted for use in connection. With
Said stage.
The particular embodiment of the stage con
Struction illustrated in the drawings and to be
described hereinafter in greater detail, comprises,
generally, a frame, including a face-piece or front
member through which said frame Supports a
stage platform. The platform is preferably
formed of an integral piece of relatively strong,
thin, non-magnetic, sheet material through which
relatively Weak magnetic forces, Such as may be
produced by conventional permanent horseshoe

2

piece 9, a facing or front piece to having a stage
Or curtain opening formed therein, and a pair
of platform Supporting corner posts indicated at

2 and 3, respectively. The front piece O may
Consist of an integral panel of plastic, plywood
or other Suitable sheet material, and stage open
ing
may be scalloped, as indicated at 4, or
otherwise Suitably ornamented to make the con

:

Struction more attractive and more realistic in

O appearance.

The frame, comprising the aforementioned ele
ments 9, , 2, and f3, supports stage platform
8. Freferably, platform 6 is formed of a rela

Or bar magnets, may readily penetrate. An oper

atting recess Sufficiently large to permit free nove

ment of the hand and forearm of an operator is
provided directly below the stage platform. One
Or more operators located to either Side Or to the
rear of the stage may, by manually manipulating
relatively Small permanent magnets along the
undersurface of the stage platform, cause mag
netically attractable dolls or puppets to move On
and off stage and to any desired location. On Said
Stage platform.
A principal object of the present invention,
therefore, is to provide a doll stage of novel con
struction which provides an extremely Satisfac
tory means for utilizing magnetically movable
dolls or puppets in the production of puppet ShoWS
or like displayS.
Another principal object of the present inven
tion is to provide a novel magnetically movable
doll or puppet particularly adapted for use in con
nection with the said stage construction.
Other objects of the present invention will be 3 5
come apparent upon reading the following Speci
fication and referring to the accompanying draw
ings in which similar characters of reference
represent corresponding parts in each of the 40

Several views.

In the drawings:
Fig. 1 is a front view in elevation of the stage
construction showing portions broken away in

Section.

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the Stage construc
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tion.

Fig. 3 is a side elevational view of the stage con
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary view in perspective of a

struction.

preferred embodiment of a magnetically movable
doll.
Referring now more particularly to the draw
ings, the frame of the present doll stage con

struction may be considered as comprising a base
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tively thin, strong non-magnetic sheet material,
Such as hard sheet plastic, through which rela
tively weak magnetic forces, such as produced by
Conventional permanent horseshoe or bar mag
nets may readily penetrate.
Platform 6 Supports vertical back panel mem
ber 8 and oppositely disposed side walls 9 and
2, respectively. A pair of oppositely disposed
vertical flanges, such as indicated at 22 and 23,
provided on side walls 9 and 2 ?, respectively, co
Operate With back panel member 8 to define a
Slot or slideway, designated generally at 24, into
Which may be renovably slidably positioned one
Of more Scenery Cards, Such as indicated at 25.
More particularly, each scenery card may com
prise a sheet of cardboard or like material on
Which may be illustrated various scenes or back
grounds Which are appropriately related to the

play or action taking place on the stage. Scenery
cards 25 may be readily shifted or positioned with
respect to slot 24 as the play progresses, much in

the same manner as conventional scenery is

shifted or changed in actual theatre practice.

The area of platform is confined within the

limits of back wall 8, and side walls 9 and 2,
may be considered as the "on-stage' area-i. e.,
the area of the platform visible to the audience
through stage opening -and the portions of
the platform which extend laterally beyond the
side Walls may be considered as comprising the
"off-stage' or Wing areas of the platform. In
this connection, it is noted that wing openings,
Such as indicated at 26 and 27, respectively, are
formed in the side walls 9 and 2 to permit pas
sage of dolls or puppets between the off-stage
and On-Stage areas of the platform.
The space beneath raised platform 6 may con
veniently be termed the "operating recess,' and
is indicated generally at 28. In the embodiment
of the stage construction illustrated in the draw
ings, receSS 28 is defined by the underside of
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platform 6, face piece (, base piece 9, and corner

2,687,188

3
posts 2 and 3. As will more fully appear here
in after, recess 28 should be large enough and of
Suficient depth to permit free movement of the
hands and forearms of one or more operators.
Preferably, the recess is open at its sides and
back, thereby making it possible for an operator
to gain access to the recess and operate the pup

platform area, may be had. In this connection, it

5

is pointed out that platform 6 of the embodi
ment herein disclosed is Supported only along its

front marginal edge by face piece fo, and ad
jacent its two back corner edges by posts 2

pets from either side or to the rear of the device.

In this connection, iFig. 3 illustrates, in broken
lines, how the hand and forearm of an operator
may be extended into recess 26 in Order to manip
ulate an operating magnet, as indicated at T.

and 3, thereby leaving the entire remaining un
der-area of the platform unobstructed.
Although the present invention has been de
scribed in some detail by Way of illustration and
example for purposes of clarity of understand

O

In order to make the construction more effec

tive and realistic in appearance and operation,
one or more stage lights may be provided to
illuminate the stage. More Specifically, a con
ventional flashlight battery 3 Inay be connected
by wiring 32, via Switch 34, to an overhead stage
light, which, in turn, inay comprise a conven
tional flashlight bulb 35 disposed within Socket

ing, it is understood that certain changes and

modifications may be made Within the Spirit of
the invention and Scope of the appended claims.
We claim:
20

36. Suitaio: & finiature draw curtains 3 having
conventional draw stringS 3d are also preferabiy

provided foi' Stage opening i.
In Fig. 4. there is illustrated fragmentarily a
preferred doll construction, comprising a doll
body 38 having legs 38, and a Supporting base
piece 4. The doll proper is preferably inade
of a relatively light-Weight, durable, plastic ana
terial, and the legs 39 Gf the coll terminate in
a pair of similarly formed depending pegs or
lugs 40.
Base piece 4f comprises a lock or Section of
magnetic material and Inay consist of a part
Inanently ignagnetized barriaget, or nay coin

4.

remains smooth and free of obstructions, whereby
unobstructed slidable movement of the operating
magnets against the underSurface of Said plat
form and throughout Substantially the entire

1. A doll stage construction for use with mag
netically actuated dolls comprising; a frame in
cluding a front facing having a Stage opening
formed therein, a stage platform beneath said
platforni and Supported by Said fraine adapted
to support slidably magnetically movable dolis,
said platform being formed of a relatively strong,

thin, non-magnetic sheet material penetrable by

relatively weak magnetic forces, the underside

3)

of Said fraine being Supported adjacent only nar
giinal portions of Said platform whereby an op
erating inagast may be moved unobstructedly
slidably along Substantially the entire under
Surface of said platforn, a verticai baek neinber
and Oppositely disposed vertical side members

extending upwardly beyond the plane of said
sist of a block of iron or steel alloy, in which a 3. platform and Spaced rearwardly from said stage
Opening defining the on-stage area of said plat
nagnetic field may be readily induced. The lase
form, narginal porticins of said platform ex
is civic
piece 4f is formed with Wells or recesses 6:it is S:32,22d
tending laterally outwardly beyond the respec
and proportioned to removably receive peg :ne:2tive Vertical planes of said side raember defining
bers 39 of the doll and thereby provide a neans

off-stage platform wings, wing openings formed
in Said side members establishing doll passages
between Said wings and the on-stage area of
Said platform, an operating recess beneath said
platform large enough to accommodate and per
mit movement of the hand and forearm of an
Operator beneath said stage platform, and an

for Supporting said doll in upright position. It
is desirable to have the base piece readily sepa
rable from the doil. So as to facilitate dressing or
undressing of the doll as costunning needs may
require.
Small strips of magnetic retal, such as ini

cated at 43, may be secured to the underside of
platform 6 beneath the platform wings in order
to provide readily available places for temporarily
positioning Operating Yriagets When the latter

Opening formed in said frame rearwardly of

Said front facing communicating with said Oper

ating recess, Said opening being large enough to
permit manual access into said operating recess.
2. A doll stage construction for use with mag
netically actuated dolls comprising; a Stage plat
ion formed of a relatively strong, non-mag
netic, thin, sheat material penetrable by rela
tively Weak magnetic forces; a front facing hay
ing a stage Opening formed therein projecting
upwardly fi'oin Said stage platform adjacent the
front marginal edge of said platform a Vertical

are not in use.

in Short, the operating naggiets, when not in
use, nay be moved against either cf the metal
Strips S to Which said agrets Will cling in
readily available locations.
From the foregoing, it will oe readily seen how
an operator, key moving one of the operating naag
nets
along the undel'Surface of the platform
6, can cause an aSScciated doll or puppet to
move correspondiingly over the top surface of
the platform. The magnetic field produced by
an Operating magnet will penetrate the rela
tiyely thin, non-magnetic platform material and
induce a field within base piece it of the doll
causing Iagnetic attraction between said inase
piece and said operating magnet. The present,
Stage Construction Inakes possible sinuitaneous
participation of noire than one operator. We
have found, for example, that two operators, lo
cated to either side, or to one side and to the
rear of the device, can each effectively operate

simultaneously one, or even two, of the pippets
Without interfering with one another's activities.
It is, of course, cf praetical iraportance that
the stage platform be supported in such manner
that Substantially the entire underside thereof

back member projecting tapwaldly from Said
Stage platform opposite said Stage opening and
adjacent the rear marginal edge of said stage
platform simulating a stage backdrop; a pair of
Oppositely disposed vertical side members located
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a Substantial distance inwardly from the side
marginal edges of said stage platform; the area
of Said stage platform lying within the confines
Of said facing, back member, and side members
defining and simulating the On-Stage area of said
doll stage; the areas of said stage platform dis
posed Ottwardly laterally beyond the plane of
said Vertical side members defining and Simulat
ing off-stage wing stage areas of said doll Stage;
Wing openings formed in said side members es

tablishing doll passages between said off-stage

5

Wing areas and the on-stage area of said plat.
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tor beneath said stage platform; Said last natined
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means supporting said stage platform to piroVide
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unobstructed sliding novement of an operating
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